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Index Insurance: General IdeaIndex Insurance: General Idea

Losses associated with realizations of one  Losses associated with realizations of one  
random variable (random variable (primary riskprimary risk) are hedged ) are hedged 
with a contract written on realizations of with a contract written on realizations of 
another random variable (another random variable (indexindex))

Index is typicallyIndex is typically
wellwell--defineddefined

objectively measuredobjectively measured

““relatedrelated”” to the primary risk variable to the primary risk variable 
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Index Insurance: OverviewIndex Insurance: Overview

AreaArea--yield contractsyield contracts
insurance contracts on county yields are used to protect insurance contracts on county yields are used to protect 
against losses in farmagainst losses in farm--level yieldslevel yields

Weather derivativesWeather derivatives
insurance contracts on realizations of weather variables insurance contracts on realizations of weather variables 
are used to protect against losses caused by weatherare used to protect against losses caused by weather

yield shortfallyield shortfall

energy costenergy cost

lost revenue (concerts/sporting events/flight cancellations)lost revenue (concerts/sporting events/flight cancellations)
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Index Insurance: LiteratureIndex Insurance: Literature

Design and pricingDesign and pricing
Area YieldArea Yield

Miranda (1991); Miranda (1991); SkeesSkees, Black and Barnett (1997), Black and Barnett (1997)

Weather Derivatives Weather Derivatives 
TurveyTurvey (2001), (2001), MahulMahul (2001)(2001)

RiskRisk--reducing effectivenessreducing effectiveness
Martin, Barnett, and Cobble (2001)Martin, Barnett, and Cobble (2001)
Vedenov and Barnett (2004)Vedenov and Barnett (2004)
Chen, Roberts, and Chen, Roberts, and ThraenThraen (2006)(2006)
Deng, Barnett, and Vedenov (2007)Deng, Barnett, and Vedenov (2007)
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Analysis of Index Contracts: Analysis of Index Contracts: 
Typical ApproachTypical Approach

An optionAn option--type type 
((““standardstandard””) contract is ) contract is 
usually consideredusually considered

Parameters of the Parameters of the 
contract are determined contract are determined 
by optimizing a measure by optimizing a measure 
of riskof risk

MeanMean--variance or partial variance or partial 
moment analysis is moment analysis is 
typically appliedtypically applied
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Analysis of Index Contracts:Analysis of Index Contracts:
Can We Do Better?Can We Do Better?

ShortcomingsShortcomings
Linear payoff structure may not necessarily be  Linear payoff structure may not necessarily be  
the bestthe best
MeanMean--variance analysis is not always consistent variance analysis is not always consistent 
with expected utility maximizationwith expected utility maximization

Alternative approachAlternative approach
Search for an optimal structure of contract Search for an optimal structure of contract 
payoff under expected utility frameworkpayoff under expected utility framework
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Optimal Insurance Contracts: Optimal Insurance Contracts: 
Conventional InsuranceConventional Insurance

General problem (General problem (RavivRaviv, 1979), 1979)

xx = loss, = loss, II((xx) = indemnity) = indemnity, P, P = premium= premium

EU = EU = expectedexpected utility of insuredutility of insured

EVEV = expected utility of insurer= expected utility of insurer

cc((II((xx)) = cost of insurance)) = cost of insurance
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Optimal Insurance Contracts: Optimal Insurance Contracts: 
Conventional InsuranceConventional Insurance

Under typical assumptions (Arrow, 1971)Under typical assumptions (Arrow, 1971)
cc((II((xx)) = )) = lx lx (proportional cost of insurance)(proportional cost of insurance)

VV((••) is linear () is linear (insurer is riskinsurer is risk--neutral)neutral)

the optimal contract is cothe optimal contract is co--insurance with a insurance with a 
deductibledeductible
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Optimal Insurance Contracts:Optimal Insurance Contracts:
Index InsuranceIndex Insurance

MahulMahul (2000), (2000), MahulMahul and Wright (2003)and Wright (2003)

AssumptionsAssumptions
cc((II((xx)) = )) = lx lx (proportional cost of insurance)(proportional cost of insurance)

VV((••) is linear () is linear (insurer is riskinsurer is risk--neutral)neutral)

risk variable is a linear function of the indexrisk variable is a linear function of the index

quadratic utility functionquadratic utility function

tindependen ,~,~~ εεβα yyx ++=
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Optimal Insurance Contracts:Optimal Insurance Contracts:
Index InsuranceIndex Insurance

MahulMahul (2000), (2000), MahulMahul and Wright (2003)and Wright (2003)

Results similar to ArrowResults similar to Arrow
payoff is zero below or above certain trigger, payoff is zero below or above certain trigger, 
positive otherwisepositive otherwise

ProblemProblem
correlation is not a good measure of cocorrelation is not a good measure of co--
dependencedependence

Example: zExample: z ~ ~ NN(0,1) and (0,1) and zz22 are perfectly related, but are perfectly related, but 
not correlatednot correlated
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Optimal Insurance Contracts:Optimal Insurance Contracts:
Index InsuranceIndex Insurance

General formulationGeneral formulation

xx = realization of risk variable= realization of risk variable

II((yy) = indemnity conditional on realization of the ) = indemnity conditional on realization of the 
index, index, II((yy) ) ≥≥ 00

cc((II((yy)) = cost of insurance)) = cost of insurance

h(x,yh(x,y) = ) = joint joint pdfpdf of of xx and and yy
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Optimal Insurance Contracts:Optimal Insurance Contracts:
Index InsuranceIndex Insurance

AssumingAssuming
cc((II((yy)) = (1+)) = (1+γγ))y y (proportional cost of insurance)(proportional cost of insurance)

VV((••) is linear () is linear (insurer is riskinsurer is risk--neutral)neutral)

the problem reduces tothe problem reduces to

where where hhyy((yy) is the marginal ) is the marginal pdfpdf of the index of the index 
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Optimal Insurance Contracts:Optimal Insurance Contracts:
Index InsuranceIndex Insurance

EulerEuler--Lagrange equation reduces to a set of Lagrange equation reduces to a set of 
conditions that have to be satisfied at all conditions that have to be satisfied at all yy
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Optimal Insurance Contracts:Optimal Insurance Contracts:
Index InsuranceIndex Insurance

EulerEuler--Lagrange equation does not have a Lagrange equation does not have a 
closedclosed--form solution, but can be solved form solution, but can be solved 
numerically for any numerically for any uu((··))

Key issueKey issue
joint distribution of the index and risk variable joint distribution of the index and risk variable 
is not knownis not known

a limited sample of a limited sample of pairwisepairwise observations is observations is 
typically available insteadtypically available instead
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Copulas to the RescueCopulas to the Rescue

A twoA two--dimensional copula is a function dimensional copula is a function 
CC: [0,1]: [0,1]××[0,1] [0,1] →→ [0,1] such that[0,1] such that

CC((uu,0) = ,0) = CC(0,(0,vv) = 0 (grounded)) = 0 (grounded)

CC((uu,1) = ,1) = u   u   and   and   CC(1,(1,vv) = ) = vv
CC((uu22,,vv22) ) –– CC((uu22,,vv11) ) –– CC((uu11,,vv22) + ) + CC((uu11,,vv11) > 0) > 0
(2(2--increasing)increasing)
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Copulas and DistributionsCopulas and Distributions

SklarSklar’’ss TheoremTheorem
If If HHxx((xx) and ) and HHyy((yy) are ) are cdfscdfs of of xx and and yy, then for , then for 
any copula function any copula function CC((uu,,vv), ), 

HH((xx,,yy) = ) = CC((HHxx((xx), ), HHyy((yy)) )) 

is a joint is a joint cdfcdf of (of (xx,,yy) with margins ) with margins HHxx((xx) and ) and HHyy((yy))

For any joint For any joint cdfcdf HH((xx,,yy) with margins ) with margins HHxx((xx) and ) and 
HHyy((yy), there exists a copula function ), there exists a copula function CC((··,,··) such ) such 
thatthat

HH((xx,,yy) = ) = CC((HHxx((xx), ), HHyy((yy))))
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Copulas and DistributionsCopulas and Distributions

Copula density can be defined asCopula density can be defined as

Copula density connects marginal and joint Copula density connects marginal and joint 
pdfspdfs
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vuCvuc
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Implications for Index Contracts Implications for Index Contracts 

Copulas allow one to recover joint Copulas allow one to recover joint 
distribution of primary risk variable and distribution of primary risk variable and 
index from empirical dataindex from empirical data

If {If {XXii,, YYii}}ii = = 1,1,……,,nn are pairs of observationsare pairs of observations
use {use {XXii} to derive marginal } to derive marginal pdfpdf hhxx((xx) of ) of xx
use {use {YYii} to derive marginal } to derive marginal pdfpdf hhyy((yy) of ) of yy
use marginal use marginal pdfspdfs to calculate marginal to calculate marginal cdfscdfs

use a copula density use a copula density cc((··,,··) to combine marginal ) to combine marginal pdfspdfs into into 
the joint the joint pdfpdf hh((xx,,yy))
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Which Copula to Use?Which Copula to Use?

A variety of copula functions are availableA variety of copula functions are available
Parametric copulasParametric copulas

Gaussian, StudentGaussian, Student’’s s t, t, FrFrèèchetchet family, family, ArchimedianArchimedian CopulasCopulas

Nonparametric copulasNonparametric copulas
empirical copula, kernel copulaempirical copula, kernel copula

The The ““bestbest”” parametric copula can be chosen parametric copula can be chosen 
based on MLE or other methodsbased on MLE or other methods

Nonparametric copulas provide more flexibility, Nonparametric copulas provide more flexibility, 
does not impose parametric assumptionsdoes not impose parametric assumptions
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Kernel CopulaKernel Copula

Estimate joint Estimate joint pdfpdf of observations {of observations {XXii, , YYii}}ii = 1,= 1,……,,nn

Estimate joint Estimate joint cdfcdf

Estimate copulaEstimate copula
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Kernel CopulaKernel Copula

If marginal If marginal pdfspdfs are also kernel estimatesare also kernel estimates

then the estimated joint kernel densitythen the estimated joint kernel density

is the joint is the joint pdfpdf of of xx and and yy implied by kernel copulaimplied by kernel copula
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ApplicationApplication

DistrictDistrict--level yields vs. weather variables at level yields vs. weather variables at 
nearby weather stationsnearby weather stations

Two data series (1972Two data series (1972--2001)2001)
Illinois corn/June rainfall (CRN1710)Illinois corn/June rainfall (CRN1710)

Georgia cotton/July temperature (CTN1380)Georgia cotton/July temperature (CTN1380)

CRRA utility functionCRRA utility function

Empirical Empirical pdfpdf implied by kernel copula implied by kernel copula 
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ApplicationApplication

Three scenariosThree scenarios
use index itself as a trigger variable of the use index itself as a trigger variable of the 
““standardstandard”” contractcontract

regress yield on index and use fitted values as a regress yield on index and use fitted values as a 
trigger variable of the trigger variable of the ““standardstandard”” contractcontract

calculate optimal contract payoff schedule calculate optimal contract payoff schedule 
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Illinois CornIllinois Corn
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Illinois CornIllinois Corn



Illinois CornIllinois Corn

133.37133.3780.0280.0243.0743.07Fitted Index (quadratic)Fitted Index (quadratic)

6.936.930.310.3179.6179.61Original IndexOriginal Index

StrikeStrikeLimitLimitLiabilityLiability

Optimal Parameters of Optimal Parameters of ““StandardStandard”” ContractsContracts

PremiumPremiumExpected UtilityExpected UtilityContract TypeContract Type

2.7422.742––6.67866.6786Optimal on Original IndexOptimal on Original Index

3.1563.156––6.68126.6812““StandardStandard”” on Fitted Indexon Fitted Index

2.6152.615––6.67926.6792““StandardStandard”” on Original Indexon Original Index

Contract SummaryContract Summary
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Georgia CottonGeorgia Cotton
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Georgia CottonGeorgia Cotton



Georgia CottonGeorgia Cotton

564.3564.3705.4705.4142.54142.54Fitted Index (logFitted Index (log--log)log)

81.2381.2382.7382.73155.50155.50Original IndexOriginal Index

StrikeStrikeLimitLimitLiabilityLiability

Optimal Parameters of Optimal Parameters of ““StandardStandard”” ContractsContracts

PremiumPremiumExpected UtilityExpected UtilityContract TypeContract Type

56.85556.855––14.794614.7946Optimal on Original IndexOptimal on Original Index

47.70847.708––14.808014.8080““StandardStandard”” on Fitted Indexon Fitted Index

50.62650.626––14.795314.7953““StandardStandard”” on Original Indexon Original Index

Contract SummaryContract Summary
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Practical ImplicationsPractical Implications

Insurance companies cannot offer contracts Insurance companies cannot offer contracts 
with payoffs tailored for each individual riskwith payoffs tailored for each individual risk
Optimal payoff functions generally cannot Optimal payoff functions generally cannot 
be approximated by be approximated by ““standardstandard”” contractscontracts
Possible solutionPossible solution

an arbitrary function can be approximated by an arbitrary function can be approximated by 
linear splineslinear splines
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Practical ImplicationsPractical Implications

Linear splines are essentially Linear splines are essentially ““butterfly spreadsbutterfly spreads””

InsuredsInsureds can use such can use such ““butterfly spreadbutterfly spread””--like like 
contracts to replicate payoffs of contracts optimal contracts to replicate payoffs of contracts optimal 
for their specific risksfor their specific risks
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ConclusionsConclusions

An optimal payoff structures can be derived An optimal payoff structures can be derived 
for individual risks, but results are hard to for individual risks, but results are hard to 
generalizegeneralize

A A ““standardstandard”” contract is not the best payoff contract is not the best payoff 
structure for index contractsstructure for index contracts

However, However, ““butterfly spreadbutterfly spread””--like index like index 
contracts can be used as building block to contracts can be used as building block to 
replicate an arbitrary payoff schemereplicate an arbitrary payoff scheme
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ConclusionsConclusions

Copulas provide a mechanism to estimate joint Copulas provide a mechanism to estimate joint 
distribution of risk variable and index using distribution of risk variable and index using 
historical datahistorical data

AdvantagesAdvantages
no need to assume linear relationshipno need to assume linear relationship

expected utility framework can be usedexpected utility framework can be used

IssuesIssues
different copulas result in different joint distributionsdifferent copulas result in different joint distributions

kernel copulas are sensitive to choice of kernels and kernel copulas are sensitive to choice of kernels and 
bandwidthbandwidth


